
Edha 
Spring Meeting 

4/14/19 
 

Meeting brought to attention by Jeremy Johns at 1:12 
 
Welcome 

Jeremy said you must come up front to speak 
Dean thanked everyone for coming 

 
Secretary report 

Stephanie gave the secretary report. Skippy motioned to pass it, Joe second it 
 
Treasury report 

Checking account  is up 91% 
the memberships are up 293% this year compared to last year 
Motioned to pass Kris, Sean second it 

 
Camper passes 

Dean discussed the fairgrounds went up $500 this year. Dean also said that everyone 
has to pay for a camper pass doesn’t matter if you connect to power or not. 
 
Website 

Stephanie discussed everything that can happen on website. Fred Koleski thanked 
Stephanie for all her hard work on the website and said she was doing a great job. 

 
New merchandise 

Dean discussed that the directors decided to minimize merchandise. We took old stuff 
and donated it to two different churches. We are working on a new design for t-shirts and 
sweatshirts. You can also custom order things as well.  
 
Chipping of horses 

Joe explained that we wanted to make it quicker and easier to weigh horses by chipping 
horses. Dean said it's not mandatory but it is encouraged. Skeet asked if we were going wand 
the ones that are already chipped. Dean said yes. Fred Koleksi asked if the EDHA was going to 
chip horses. Dean said no we wouldn't be doing that. 
 
Slate of classes voting 
Slate 1-16 
Slate 2-2 
Slate 3-1 
Slate 4- 25 
Slate 5 - 7 



Slate 6 -0 
Slate 7-2 
Slate 8-2 
 
Narrowed down to slate 1 and 4 
 
Final vote: slate 1- 24 

      Slate 4 - 31 
 
Slate 4 wins 

Minis, 3050 12ft, 3250 12ft, 2lb, 3450 12ft, ffa 12ft 
 
Bonnie asked if we could pull minis friday morning.  
Dean said we did talk about that 
 
Sponsorships 
Stephanie showed the brochure for sponsors. Jenn talked about how we had to go up on the 
blankets $200 for lights weights $250 for heavy weights.  
 
Skeet asked why we couldn't vote on when we pull the classes. Dean said there's more to it 
then just picking when to pull classes we have to look at attendance and getting the most 
people at the round up.  
 
Dean said our goal is to get the revenue back in that we can increase the premiums eventually. 
We need to shorten classes so they aren't 7 hour long classes. 
 
Jeremy said that we agreed to take money for blankets when you order them not waiting until 
the round up.  
 
Rules  

Stephanie read rule changes #2 and #13 and #29 
Ruthane asked if rule changes and slates can go out with double trees. Stephanie said 

yes they would. 
Slim proposed rule change 10 add an option to switch to 2 hitches 3 mins if deemed 

necessary  
 
2019 Round up 

Dean said we are working on trying to put on the best round up we can. Dean said we 
encourage to get your feedback either on paper or website. We are trying to do some different 
things in between classes. Rick Sharp said maybe we look into 3 minute 2 hitches. Dean said 
we should start by adding more weight to start. 

Martha said maybe we put a rule in that says if we have so many pair then we go to 3 
mins 2 hitches 



  
Meeting adjourned motion jeremy sean second it 2:15 
 

 


